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Research Article

Abstract

Purpose: Globally, sexual harassment is a burgeoning issue, which has been witnessed everywhere. Gripping the gravity of its significance, the present study sets forth to explore the reasons of sexual harassment in organizational settings.

Methods: Following the three-stage approach, a systematic review of the available literature was done extensively. A list of 3380 articles published from 2010 to 2019 were derived from widely explored databases, such as Taylor and Francis Online, Science Direct, JSTOR and Emerald Insight. 67 studies were selected from the list based on their relevance and suitability.

Results: From the extensive literature review, it is revealed that there are five dominant reasons for the widespread sexual harassment, namely ‘inadequate governmental laws and organizational policies,’ ‘perceptions and attitudes,’ ‘male dominance’, ‘power differentials and organization structure’ and ‘cultural influence’.

Implications: To abate its further disastrous consequences, the present research proposes some intervention by linking the current observation with the previous empirical and theoretical studies. Directions for the future research are also provided.
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1. Introduction

Recently the workplace sexual harassment (SH) has received voluminous attention among the academics, and professionals. The studies have documented that sexual harassment is prevailing not because of the victims’ sexual disposition but because of other issues that are making the workplace unsafe for them. The studies revealed the magnitude and pervasiveness of the issue in today’s workplace. A recent survey of Zillman (2017) documented that more than half of American women—54%—have experienced “inappropriate sexual moves” at some point in their career. Similarly, another survey, reported in 2015, observed that one in every three women, between the ages of 18-34,
experienced sexual harassment (SH) at work in the US setting at some point in their career (Vagianos, 2015). The #me too movement is only another recent hype to say and to understand how much pervasive SH is. SH is not only the case of the US. Instead it, seemingly, exists in the rests of the world. An attempt, a wide range of surveys among UK business organizations, reported more than half (52%) of the women fell victim of inappropriate sexual drives by their counterparts at work (Brown, Gouseti, & Fife-Schaw, 2018). In the USA, fifty-eight percent of women in science, engineering, and medicine have been reported being affected by sexual harassment (Ceppa et al., 2019). In a survey, Australian human rights commission (2012) exhibited that over one in every five (21%) people, irrespective of their gender, experienced SH in the workplace in the last five years. Notably, the rate is quite high-(55%) if woman is in the state of ‘separated’ status. In Asia, the frequencies of SH at every spheres of live are reportedly quite high. Chowdhry (2010) showed that some women officers in Indian army committed suicide during the last couple of years due to unwanted sexual attempts, which is too inhumane to accept. SH, in Bangladesh, in public places has become one of the severe problems especially in urban areas which are threatening gender security and justice (Nahar, Van Reeuwijk, & Reis, 2013). Nearly eighty-three percent female in Bangladesh is somehow sexually assaulted at home or workplace by male (Ahmed et al., 2014). This evidence is reasonably enough to say that we have yet to walk a long way to reach the dreamt horizon (Koehlmoos, Uddin, Ashraf, & Rashid, 2009).

It is not prudent to raise questions on the sizable studies for eliminating SH in the workplaces. However, the development of effective responses to address SH has been limited to conceptual and pragmatic issues (McDonald, Charlesworth, & Graham, 2015). Till today, SH is usually hidden, and not viewed as a revealing problem and, more importantly, it had been somewhat overlooked over the past few decades (Hunt, Davidson, Fielden, & Hoel, 2010; Malhotra & Srivastava, 2016). Therefore, drawing on the understanding of the prior studies, it seems superfluous to express how much emphasis this landscape still needs to navigate toward the path of desired equity in the workplace.

This article reviews the current body of literature with an eye kept open to mirror on the reasons that result in continuous presence of sexual harassment in the workplaces. The paper builds upon the recent studies, which have been reviewed in a systematic manner. At the outset, it discusses critical reasons for sexual harassment in workplaces, which are followed by logical underpinning that elucidates the problem with possible solutions given in the relevant literature. Then, the paper includes policy implications and future research directions. This paper explores and significantly contributes to the existing literature in the following ways. Firstly, previous study in this field mostly prioritizes the female as the focus of sexual harassment. This paper accommodates the issue of SH in the workplace regardless of gender. Secondly this paper demonstrates a more generalized reflection since it encompasses four different scholarly databases to locate and address the fundamental reasons for SH in the workplace. Another significant contribution of this paper is that this paper aims to investigate this issue from a general point of view rather than specific sector or industry.

2. Method

This study employed the three-stage approach proposed by Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart (2003) that entails planning the review, conducting the review, and reporting and dissemination. The method of the systematic literature review was applied in this paper, which is applied in previous studies (Ozeren, 2014; Tari, 2011; Thorpe, Holt, Macpherson, & Pittaway, 2005). Based
on available literature, subject matter of the study was pertained and confined mainly to explore the real reasons for SH in the workplace. Besides, the paper entails thorough discussion—every problem is followed by a discussion—that either clarifies the SH problem or directs how to deal with it. However, the article does not prescribe any specific solution(s). Because we believe that finding solutions to these pressing problems warrant more rigorous studies, and certainly, it is even essential to find those. To limit the range of the study, the paper considered advanced search in widely studied databases, such as Taylor and Francis Online, Science Direct, JSTOR and Emerald Insight. Based on the study of Fink (2010), inclusion and exclusion criteria are followed:

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for publication from 2010-2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment in titles, abstracts, topic or keywords</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published from 2010 to 2019</td>
<td>Publication date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language (English)</td>
<td>Publication language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSTOR, Emerald, Science Direct, and Taylor and Francis.</td>
<td>Journal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letters, editorial notes, duplication, book reviews, conference proceedings and unpublished studies.</td>
<td>Research design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primarily, the study considered available published scholarly works from 2010 to the year 2019. The current review went forward and ended up according to the stringent suggestions proposed by Tranfield et al. (2003). We advanced this study with process mentioned in the study of Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, and The (2009) which comprises of identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion. The search was done on the basis of ‘relevance first (identification)’, and the more we climbed the number of the articles, the less we found them relevant. Therefore, we explored up to the scholarly works that we found relevant enough to consider. Among all databases, the initial screening was done based on title and appeared keywords of a paper. We went through a ‘double-check’ process to make sure that no literature is unchecked and all the scholarly works that seemed lacking specific focus were also considered the next screening.

For all the selected databases, thorough reading of abstracts functioned as the groundwork of the 2nd screening (screening) whereas the 3rd (eligibility) and final screening (inclusion) were executed by reckoning the complete papers. Level of relevance of an article was measured according to the degree of its focus on sexual harassment in the workplace. Articles that were excluded in various stages mainly focused, or at least tended to focus, on domestic violence, workplace bullying or campus violence. Besides, a minimal number of articles were found more diverse and focused on something else other than SH at works. Furthermore, the list of excluded articles and book chapters was augmented with those that were not published in English.

We have used the flowchart, as mentioned by Moher et al. (2009), reported the method used in this study:
3. Review outcome

Finally, through a long and structured analysis, shown in figure 1, 3380 articles were reduced to 67 as only they were found serving the study’s purpose. Despite incidences of sexual harassment are mushrooming over the past years, it is observed that the growth of studies is slowing down. Figure 2 demonstrates the trend of research over the past decade.
Among multiple reasons, five essential antecedents of sexual harassment were revealed, which were viewed as the substantial causes of forming SH in organizations. To the contrary, it is noteworthy to mention that many researchers primarily have focused on or ultimately have found specific problems or solutions that are not always identical to each other. Henceforth, the most revealing issues causing sexual harassment are described herewith.

3.1 Laws and policies
AbSENSe of proper execution of governmental statutes and organizational policies can push SH to a horrified higher level whereas the presence of the former pulls it down to an optimum lower level. Extant literature coined that how complexity of legal system and regulatory mechanism, and overall deterioration of human society as well as poor implementation of governmental (both state and federal) laws and organizational policies result SH in the workplace. Additionally, the prevailing laws (special reference to India, Sri Lanka and Tanzania) are found inadequate to protect employees from SH in the workplaces (Alagappar & Marican, 2014; Niriella, Dona, & Shirajanie, 2015; Shakthi, 2019; Vuckovic, Altvater, Helgesson Sekei, & Kloss, 2017). Even worse, in some cases laws are misused as well (Bhattacharya, 2014). In USA, ironically, rules have been engineered in such a way that men fail to see themselves as potential perpetrators or victims, and women recognize the disempowering effect of being associated with victim (Tinkler, 2012). While commenting on US laws, Findley, Dodd-Walker, Edwards, and Pappanastos (2014) contended that same-sex harassment is not only sophisticated but also confusing. Insufficiency and ineffectiveness of governmental laws, unnecessarily, continue to organizational policies and procedures that are often wrapped with ambiguity (Donnelly, Kerr, Heron, & DiCarlo, 2016; Marshall, Dalyot, & Galloway, 2014; Taber, 2017). Furthermore, laws and policies formulated by the government and organizations are misaligned, which eventually remains abstinent to prevent SH at workplace (Kmec, Hirsh, & Skaggs, 2016; McLaughlin, Uggen, & Blackstone, 2012). However, responsible individuals and authorities are not just sitting idly but failing in one way or another. Laws and policies have evolved and changes are being made according to needs though we yet to observe their real consequences in the light of disappearing the SH (Bhattacharya, 2014; Price, 2013; Stanley & Baldwin, 2011). Most policy suggestions and academic notes elicited to come up with some explicit interventions and applications of the same followed by adequate and effective laws and policies (Herovic, Scarduzio, & Luken, 2019; Hunt et al., 2010; Malhotra & Srivastava, 2016) while many others recommend the importance of effective laws and policies at different levels to prevent SH (Fasting & Sand, 2015; Nielsen et al., 2017; Tseng & Kang, 2015).

3.2 Attitude and perception
Attitudes and perceptions of victims, perpetrators and the authorities of regulatory bodies have considerable roles and outcomes in SH cases. Restaurants and bars, for example, are perceived to be potential areas where sexual behavior are anticipated and mostly tolerated (Waudby & Poulston, 2017). Ideally, this perception might not be destined to specified industries, like
restaurants and bars. Women in Sri Lanka, China and Saudi Arabia who have been working in both public and private sectors have to endure sexual comments and demands by their superiors and co-workers as the price for economic survival (Bader, 2018; Niriella et al., 2015; Syed, 2018), that indicates a particular common perception. Study showed that women who complain SH incidences experience that the convicted (in their eyes) perpetrators usually remain unpunished (Chowdhry, 2010) and pretty often, complaints are not taken seriously (Adams, Darj, Wijewardene, & Infanti, 2019; Foster & Fullagar, 2018; Saberi, Motalebi Kashani, & Dehdashti, 2019) - this attitudinal belief sets another common perception. Moreover, public sentiment, in general, are not strong enough to strengthen remedial actions against those delinquent behavior (Otenyo & Camarillo, 2017). In consequences, the victims give up their hope and see themselves in repeated SH incidences, and the perpetrators go unpunished and get encouraged and have room to commit this crime again and again.

The reformation of perceptions as well as attitudes of victims and perpetrators toward SH must change through the revival of the laws and policies by the local authorities, governmental agencies, and business firms. However, as the question may arise, how to change the perceptions and attitudes of the responsible ones? Intimately, neither the governments around the world necessarily need to take pressure handling this social rampage, nor the business organizations require counting millions of dollars for the same. Reportedly, #me too movement led to dramatic decline of many firms’ stock prize (Hemel & Lund, 2018). It is found that employees are aware of and impacted by high profile sexual assault cases (Rosenthal, Smith, & Freyd, 2017). Besides, employees’ intention to report SH cases depends on their perception of organizations anti-harassment policy and risks associated (Tseng & Kang, 2015). In addition, employees hope to get support depends on organization’s caring about fair and equal environment for (Hershcovis, Parker, & Reich, 2010). It was also spitted-out that employees' perception of their organization's support of equal-opportunity initiatives mitigated the adverse effects of SH (Hershcovis et al., 2010). Therefore, overall, formation and implementation of effective laws and policies might be the right vaccine to deal with perceptions and attitudes associated with SH.

3.3 Male dominance
The existing literature exhibits that the percentage of men, opposed to women, in different organizations is another pivotal reason to impact and incidences of SH. Male dominance (higher percentage of men) in various industries against fewer women makes the job prone to SH (Hershcovis et al., 2010; Kim, Vasquez, Torres, Nicola, & Karr, 2016; Saunders & Easteal Am, 2013). Moreover, female workers face acute workplace hostility male-dominated organizations (Lee, 2018; Nukala, Freedman-Weiss, Yoo, & Smeds, 2019). As insufficient laws and policies along with perceptions and attitudes force women to a weaker position, it is reasonable to digest that dominance of men causing women to an even worse situation. However, it is noteworthy to highlight that men also are sexually violated by both male and female employees in various work settings (Hershcovis et al., 2010; Taber, 2017; Vuckovic et al., 2017) and sometimes women do it against women as well (Dyer et al., 2019; Findley et al., 2014).
The solution, in general, is to keep the gender gaps in check/balance in workplace settings (Nemoto, 2010), and to empower women in the organizations (Otenyo & Camarillo, 2017). Due to the glass ceiling affect women have significantly unequal representation in relatively higher management level where they are even more vulnerable to be sexually harassed (Mollah & Uddin, 2018). Glass ceiling is defined as the invisible barrier that separates women and minorities from top management ladder at corporate boardroom (Robbins, Coulter, & Vohra, 2011). However, it is noteworthy to state that SH does exist in countries with high level of gender equality and protected rights (Sorensen, 2018).

3.4 Power differential in the organizational hierarchy
Many authors attributed power difference as a reason for SH (Fasting & Sand, 2015; Kim et al., 2016). Unequal power distribution and mismatches between persona and job in an organizational hierarchy contribute to escalating the power distance in any organization. Employees, sometimes, are required to meet sexual demands of superiors and peers to stay afloat and maintain their jobs (Kim et al., 2016; Kleppe & Røyseng, 2016; Niriella et al., 2015; North, 2016). Often-for example at military work setting-power differential puts the victims in a position from where the victims can only accept their fate (Kovitz, 2018). Also, though SH is pervasive in different work settings, only a small number of victims report to higher authorities (Camargo, Liu, & Yousem, 2017; Chowdhry, 2010; Herrera, Herrera, & Expósito, 2014; Kleppe & Røyseng, 2016; Syarifah & Sharifah, 2015).
Therefore, power difference and organizational structure, individually or together, like perceptions and attitudes, may work as sources of SH at works. Usually, power difference originates from the organizational administrative structure. Thus, structural reformation and adjustment are needed to resolve the unequal power disposition to mitigate the SH issues at work. Power distribution across position based on skill and ability to perform a job rather than based on gender can improve the SH condition at workplace significantly (Niriella et al., 2015). Equality at work can also help the organization to recognize and solve the SH as form of employee discrimination (Marshall, 2015).

3.5 Cultural influence
Societal and cultural diversity plays a unique role in determining the attitude towards personal violence and sexual harassment in a society (Kivivuori, 2014). A dogmatic superstitious society smoothens the growth of rutted stance towards a particular gender, which upholds and establishes the masculine ideology. SH and gender discrimination also prevail in a society which is conducive to social stereotyping, as women are never be seen as equal as men and objectify as sexual symbols (Minkina, 2019). An organizational culture with high power differentials and improper legal framework provide more support to the harasser than the harassed (Keyton et al., 2018; Kleppe & Røyseng, 2016). A regular footing to the sexual contact, male-ascendant workplace culture and powerlessness of female workers have been accused as the responsible factors for sexual harassment (Nemoto, 2010). The acceptability and apposite of different cognition and behavior are decided by values and norms constructed under an
inevitable social reality (Yee, Alagappar, & Ngeow, 2015). Internalization of conformational attitudes about women sometimes promotes an individual to accept sexual harassment myth (Ho, Dinh, Bellefontaine, & Irving, 2018). Moreover collectivist culture imposes more blame and shame to the harassed than the individualistic culture because of inexperience and lack of recognition of fault (Ho et al., 2018; Rodriguez & Gill, 2011), whereas conservatives are less concerned about sexual harassment than the liberals (van der Linden & Panagopoulos, 2019).

To minimize these negative consequences, cultural apathy and inclusion, mutual trust, respect and recognition of personal contributions are the primary footstep towards the development and protracting less harassment culture. Authentic leadership is also necessary to bring proactive changes in social and cultural myth (Lee, 2018; Tseng & Kang, 2015). Zero tolerance for sexual harassment, no harassment guideline for employees, sufficient employee development and awareness program, mutually respectful working climate, ethical practice and value-based management are essential to creating a workplace culture that dispirits the sexual harassment (Lee, 2018; von Gruenigen & Karlan, 2018; Young & Hegarty).

4. Pervasiveness of sexual harassment

SH has become simply unstoppable these days regardless of industry and work settings. It is no surprise that traditional work settings were investigated most in this regard (Hsu, Liu, & Tsaur, 2019; VučetićAleksa, 2018) as in actual sense by workplace we mean the traditional work setting. However, interestingly, the military has received significant scholarly attention and almost invariable marked as a worst place for this serious problem (Averill et al., 2018; Barth et al., 2016; Kohlman; Taber, 2017). Academia (Gialopsos, 2017; Marshall et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al., 2017) sports organization (Fasting & Sand, 2015; Johansson & Lundqvist, 2017; Syarifah & Sharifah, 2015), theatre (Kleppe & Røyseng, 2016), and newspaper industry (North, 2016) are among the non-traditional work settings where SH found as pervasive.

5. Implications for governments and organizations

Responsible and corporate citizens must admit this pressing problem and try to adopt remedial measures to reduce its intensity if complete removal is not possible though. We strongly recommend that the intervention of SH should begin from the government through development and implementation of adequate and efficient laws that must be aligned with organizational policies and practices.

The organizations must ensure that they formulate effective policies and implement those effectively to deal with SH. Besides, they must confirm that every employee knows the policies and procedures thoroughly and does practice them whenever required. To establish an organization’s perceptions and attitudes toward SH, one easy step would be to inform all employees the organization’s strong standing (we say zero tolerance) against SH through whistle blowing. Male dominance, another vital issue to consider, is relatively more in mid and higher managerial positions, which is dubbed as ‘Big Boys Club’, where women are usually not welcome. Organizations must look for some policy measures to remove the glass ceiling for
women to ensure the beauty of diversity and bring a balance of power in terms of gender equity.

6. Conclusion
SH has long been a serious concern for the organizations regardless of size, industry, nature, and location. Also, scholars and policymakers around the world have been working on this pressing workplace issue. However, researchers failed to reap the benefits of the diligence as they were prevented to know the exact forces causing much-studied problem. The current study reveals inadequate governmental laws and organizational policies, perceptions and attitudes of perpetrators and victims, male dominance, power differentials and organizational structure, and cultural influence are the critical reasons for SH at works. Laws and policies that are formulated by the governments and the organizations themselves are found inadequate or limited. Attitude and perception of the victims, perpetrators, and the regulatory bodies are revealed as a noteworthy reason for prevailing SH at works. It is also found that women are particularly vulnerable to SH in the male-dominated workplaces. Besides, the review exposes that power differential in organizational hierarchy and societal and organizational culture have significant relationship with the SH instances. Finally it can be concluded with an observation that intervention of SH lies in formation and implementation of sufficient and effective governmental laws and organizational policies that must be aligned to each other.

7. Limitations of the study
Despite the underlying theoretical and managerial implications, the present study is not free from limitations demonstrating the signals for the future researchers. We had a selection bias of the published articles because we only collected records from JSTOR, Emerald, Science Direct, and Taylor and Francis databases. It is surely preventing the generalizability of the insights on the proposed narratives. A non-biased consideration by including entirely all databases could prevent this constraint. Beside we considered all the academic stock of knowledge, particularly articles, from 2010 to 2019 which displays our limited focus and prevents us to consider few dominant papers in our observed field. Thus, our study negates the significant contributions before 2010 if there was any. Moreover, the study did not consider on-going and unpublished works and, also, studies had to be published in English to be included in the review process. Findings might not remain the same and even could be contradictory, if the excluded sources were explored. Finally, this study elicited the factors influencing sexual harassment at workplace. However, no attempt has been made to unearth the impacts of sexual harassment at workplace. Thereby, its focus is very limited on identifying the reasons impacting sexual harassment.

8. Research gaps and directions for future research
No one can deny the presence of voluminous work regarding sources, output, and solutions of SH, but still we are to find some pragmatic and appropriate solutions to SH. Hence, the initial misconception should be eradicated and need to have the belief that SH prevails everywhere
and not yet sufficiently addressed. This systematic review reveals some critical reasons and possible solutions for SH along with some associated themes. However, to find out all and more exact causes and rigorous solutions, research should be conducted extensively—considering relatively larger literature body. A critical finding of the study is the absence of appropriate governmental laws and organizational policies to tackle SH. Therefore, research should be devoted to how to enact adequate laws that deals with SH efficiently and does not misalign with organizational policies and practices. Developed countries, like the USA, apparently have better laws and implementation, although yet to develop the perfect ones.

On the other hand, developing countries, such as Sri Lanka, Tanzania, India or Bangladesh, are comparatively lagging behind in formulation and implementation of required laws; which substantiates huge space and needs for conducting scholarly works. Another issue that the study concludes is that perceptions and attitudes of perpetrators and victims have significant impacts on the intensity of SH occurrences. Accordingly, they should be handled through proper laws and policies. The current body of literature surprisingly excludes the term ‘zero tolerance’. Therefore, studies may provide specific focus on how to align ‘zero tolerance’ among governmental laws, organizational policies, and overall practices.
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